How Do I Ship a
Lithium Battery?

Start With These Four Questions to Simplify
Your Compliance Responsibilities
Executive Summary
Lithium battery regulations are complex and constantly evolving. If you’re just starting out with lithium battery shipping, answering the four questions
in this guide will help you determine how stringently your shipment will be regulated and where to find the rules you need to ensure compliance.
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Question 1: Is It a Lithium-metal or Lithium-ion Battery?
“Lithium batteries” come in two types—lithium-ion and lithium-metal. Which type
do you have? Knowing this will help you avoid getting bogged down in variations and
requirements that don’t even apply to your type of battery.

Lithium-metal cells and batteries, or “primary” cells and batteries,
are non-rechargeable and rely on lithium metal or lithium metal alloys
as the anode. Lithium-metal batteries often power small consumer
electronics like calculators, watches, and cameras.

Lithium-ion cells and batteries, also called rechargeable or
“secondary” cells and batteries, contain lithium ions that move back
and forth between positive and negative electrodes to create energy.
The anodes of lithium-ion cells and batteries contain no lithium metal.

Knowing which type of lithium battery you’ve got—metal or ion—will help you locate
information you need regarding the size and quantity limits that you must follow when
preparing shipments.
Remember: Not all of the lithium battery rules will apply to any one shipment. Knowing
which rules to follow and where to find them are major hurdles that you can overcome
by thinking through the process before you try to navigate the labyrinth of regulations.
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Question 2: Is Your Lithium Battery Fully Regulated or “Excepted”?
Fully Regulated vs. Excepted Batteries, by Mode
Status by Mode

Type

Lithium-metal
Cell

Lithium-metal
Battery

Lithium-ion
Cell

Lithium-ion
Battery

Shipping standards for batteries differ
based on the energy density. Batteries
with a higher energy density are subject
to more stringent rules than those with a
lower density.

Rating

Ground

Air, Vessel

≤1g

Excepted

Excepted**

>1g
to
≤5g

Excepted*

Fully Regulated

For lithium-metal batteries, energy
density is measured in lithium-metal
content.

>5g

Fully Regulated

Fully Regulated

For lithium-ion batteries, energy density
is measured in Watt Hour (Wh) rating.

≤2g

Excepted

Excepted**

>2g
to
≤ 25 g

Excepted*

Fully Regulated

> 25 g

Fully Regulated

Fully Regulated

≤ 20 Wh

Excepted

Excepted**

> 20 Wh
to
≤ 60 Wh

Excepted*

Fully Regulated

> 60 Wh

Fully Regulated

Fully Regulated

≤ 100 Wh

Excepted

Excepted**

> 100 Wh
to
≤ 300 Wh

Excepted*

Fully Regulated

> 300 Wh

Fully Regulated

Fully Regulated

Use this table to determine if you need
to comply with the “full” lithium battery
regulations or if your shipment is
“excepted” from some of those rules.

Revised Standards in Effect as of April 1, 2022
Reliefs for smaller (“Section II”) lithium cells and batteries shipped alone by air
were eliminated from the IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations for 2022.
Except when packed in or with equipment, lithium cells and batteries shipped
by air must be prepared using Section IA or IB of the appropriate packing
instruction (i.e., PI 965 or 968).
Read more: Air Shippers May Need DG Training Upgrade for 2022

*Packages must be marked:“Lithium Batteries - Forbidden for Transport
Aboard Aircraft or Vessel“
**When transported by air, lithium cells and batteries may be shipped
as “Excepted” only when packaged in or with equipment.
www.Lion.com
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Question 3: How Do You Plan to Ship Your Lithium Battery or Batteries?
Lithium batteries can be packaged in three different arrangements:

Separately
(i.e., by themselves)

With equipment

In equipment

How you ship your lithium battery will help you to determine exactly which rules to
follow—whether you’re shipping by ground, air, or vessel. Batteries shipped alone
are subject to more stringent limits on package size than those shipped in or with
equipment, for example. What’s more, standalone lithium batteries are prohibited from
carriage as cargo on passenger aircraft.
Knowing how you plan to ship will be critical to make informed decisions when weighing
your transport options.
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Question 4: What Mode of Transport Will You Use?
Air, sea, or ground? Thanks to the unique hazards they pose in transit,
batteries shipped by air or vessel can be subject to more stringent limits and
requirements than batteries shipped by ground.

Where Do I Find the Rules I Need?
Regulations for shipping hazardous materials—including lithium batteries—are
largely separated into three major texts:

Mode of Transport
		 Ground
Air
		
Vessel
		 		
		

Regulatory Text
US DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations
IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations (DGR)
IMDG Code

You may need to refer to one or all of these books to properly prepare your shipment.
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Where Do I Find Out More?
At Lion.com, learn the latest hazardous materials rules in the format that’s
most convenient and effective for you. Choose from instructor-led workshops,
live webinars, and online courses for managers and hazmat employees.

Shipping Lithium Batteries
This course guides shippers through the complex rules for shipping lithium
batteries—including how to classify, package, handle, mark, label, load,
unload, and document lithium battery bulk or non-bulk shipments—in
equipment, with equipment, or by themselves, by ground, air, or vessel.

LEARN MORE
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